PLANNING FOR AND TAKING DELIVERY OF NEW SHIPS
Planning For And Taking Delivery Of New Ships

Contract
• Yard schedule performance
• Deliverables delivered?

Compliance
• Design review comments addressed?
• Documents and certificates issued?

Staffing
• Training
• Operation and safety preparedness

Outfitting
• Assessing increases
• Squared away and ready for sea?

Readiness
• Risk assessment
• Contingency
Checklists
- Specific to the vessel being delivered

Process Mapping
- Cognitive exercise for planning

Filing System
- On board and shore-side document database
- Library of manuals and drawings

Maintenance management/history
- Implement early

Inventory Management
- Spares and stores quantity and locations

Warranty Claims
- Claims database (spreadsheets are for numbers!)

Contract Closeout
- Hardball negotiating
- Compensation $$ for items that the yard has no incentive to fix